The bio-production of the orchard and the ravine part is done in the inclination ground and unleveled land. The hexapod walking robot, which is stabilized in these fields, is suitable for many production works. This study had aimed to develop hexapod walking robots for agriculture. First of all, a small walking robot was made for trial, to form flexible gait that adjusted to unleveled land. A leg of this robot is composed of one prismatic joint that moves to body in parallel and two rotational joint. Next, straight advancement and turn gait of this robot was formed with genetic algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Walking robots have been developed for the purpose of working in places dangerous for human beings. In bio-production field that originates in a geographic condition of Japan, considerable working at narrow farming route and inclination ground or uneven terrain is risky. The walking robot has greater mobility than the wheel-type and the track-type vehicles such as rough and risky place and has the ability to step over large obstacles, crevices, and plants. The examination of the movement method of the robot to need moving in field was insufficient though the various agricultural robots had been developed. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop a walking robot for agriculture, and to form a stability gait in natural environment.
Most walking robots have two, four, or six legs and three or more legs are necessary to support the body in a stable state. Two or four legs robot is more quickly than six legs robot on jumping and running operation. However, it is difficult to maintain a static stability when these walking robots do such a walking method. On the other hand, assuming that six legs walking robot advances by alternately moving three legs (tripod gait), three landing legs support the body by themselves and the other three legs are lifted from the ground during the walking process. Therefore, we have the idea in agriculture that hexapod walking robot is advantageous. And to control the gait that flexibly corresponded to the environment was researched for the hexapod walking.
We have developed hexapod walking robot that has two degree of freedom per leg. This was used to clarify whether the gait control with GA was chiefly possible. As a result, it is clearly that a tripod gait in straight advancement was formed with GA (Dohi et al, 1998 (Dohi et al, , 1999 (Dohi et al, , 2000 . However, because this robot was not able to control posture in ground and the inclination ground with the ruggedness, we newly made the robot with the leg with a large freedom degree for trial purposes. 
HEXPOD WALKING ROBOT

Outline of robot
Many insects have seven degree of freedom (DOF) per leg. It is advantageous though the walking robot flexibly deals with walking of unleveled land and the evasion of the obstacle by there is much DOF of the leg. However, one of objects in this study is to clear the method of gait control that can flexibly and steady correspond to change in environment, like insects. And, the control also becomes difficult according to becoming if the DOF increases. Therefore, to facilitate the structure and the control of the robot, the DOF per leg of the experimented robot was set three DOF. The legs of this robot can be moved back and forth, upper and lower, left and right also this DOF. The robot has six legs with two joints and a liner-moving table respectively. In general, the leg is rotated in the joint part and moves back and forth. However, if the knee is not controlled well at this time, the body will be vibrated right and left or up and down by support legs. Moreover, it is necessary to have the body of the robot so as not to vibrate to the accurate work when moving while stepping over vegetables on the ridge. Therefore, the leg of the robot was assumed to be a mechanism which was able to be moved with the slide table in parallel to the body. Figure 1 is shown the outline of this robot, maximum length is 780 mm and maximum width is 432 mm. The walking part consist mainly six legs that has three actuators per leg. Structure of Leg Figure 2 shows the structure of leg. Three small DC motors are used as the actuator at one leg of this robot. The DC motor A installed in edge of body can move the leg to the body in parallel front and rear side, and DC motor B at the root of leg can move the leg up or down side. DC motor C rotates the knee, and is used to control the balance of the body, and to adjust the ground amount. The leg can be detected whether to touching ground by the limit switch that being installed at the point of the foot. . The controller consist a computer (32bit CPU NEC PC9821), a digital input-output board, a counter board, and the motor driver. The control program was made by Visual C++ ver.6.0. The motor control signal and the signal that shows a state of legs communicates between the computer and the robot via the interface board that is 12bit DA converters (Interface DA3933). The motor driver was manufactured with MC33030 of the Motorola, Inc. Co. This driver can control the rotation direction, the rotation speed and the rotation angle of the motor according to the change in the voltage from interface board. Moved distance is obtained by installing the rotary encoder behind the main body of the robot.
GAIT OF INSECTS
The insect has formed the gait that corresponds to various geographical features by evolution. The purpose in this study is to clear a stable movement method in unleveled land for the walking robot. Therefore, we observed insect's gait at first and referred to the obtained data for the formation of a gait. Insects have a variety of walking style that is walking, hopping or jumping according to the environment and the ecological niche. However, the robot that is made for the examination could not jump or hop. Therefore, two different species of beetles that moves chiefly by walking were observed. One is a small beetle that name is 'Akabane-kuchikimushi' in Japanese, and body length is approximately 5 mm. The other is a large beetle that name is 'Kabutimushi' in Japanese, and body length is approximately 50 mm.
In the straight advancement walking, each insect did tripod gait that consist six steps. In the walking when turning to the left, each insect did different gait by the body length and width as shown in Figure 3 . Each beetle was walking by the tripod gait as a basic. However, it was 30 steps in a large beetle while it was 16 steps in a small beetle with small number of steps because the method of moving weight was different. A small beetle converted the direction of progress 
GAIT CONTROL BY GA
The Genetic algorithm (GA) began to be recognized as a means to obtain the best solution of a complex system problem. Therefore, we examined whether best gait can be formed with GA.
Method to Form Gait with GA GA operates on populations of strings, with the string coded to represent some underlying parameter set. Reproduction, crossover and mutation are applied to successive string population to create new string populations. Figure 4 shows the flow chart to form the best gait of the walking robot. At first, from 200 to 600 number of initial gene that will be become to form a gait was set at random. Secondary, the crossover and the mutation processing are done. Crossover is a recombinant operator that takes two individuals (gene), and cuts their gene strings at some randomly chosen position. Here, the cross-point is set in two parent genes at random. This produces two "head" segments and "tail" segments. The tail segments are then swapped over to produce two new full-length children genes. Moreover, when the crossover is processed, the mutation is executed at a fixed mutation rate. Here, the mutation was caused at the mutating bit, and it was assumed to be a method of bitten reversing of this mutating bit. Mutation provides a small amount of random search, and helps to ensure that no point in the search space has a zero probability of being examined. However, there was a possibility that the impossible step to walk is generated in the gene made by this processing, only the gene which suited the condition was made to check as follows, and to remain as next generation's gene.
Check point to exclude invalid gait
• Whether the number of the support leg is three or more?
• Are not only the support legs either the body right or left?
• Is not the support leg moved to the front from the rear? At the last, the fitness and the selection were processed by the fitness function as follows. The superiority or inferiority of the gene was sorted by this fitness value. And half number of gene was selected. This operation is evolved and the generation how many also has evolved the gait repeatedly. the Coding of Gene Figure 5 shows the encoded gene.
The condition which is lifted or landing, and the moving position where front or rear, of each legs of the hexapod walking robot is coded in 12 bits as one step. Next, the one that these codes were collected for 30 steps was made one gene that is to decide based on the result obtained from the observation of the insect. The code of the first step included in 30 steps was fixed so that all genes might become the same. This reason is to be thought that this is difficult the comparison of gait when the first state is various. The other steps have been evolved because of the crossover and the mutation. 
Setting of Fitness Function
It is necessary to consider the stability degree, the turn angle or the walking speed as an important element to control walking. In this study, the fitness function was set as follows.
n of genes.
Ft = •( St +•+v)
Where Ft denote the fitness function, St denote the stability degree, • denote the turn angle, and v denote the walking speed. The stability degree is evaluated the distance the center of gravity of the robot and the center of gravity of the polygon formed by connecting the point of its supporting legs. If the center of gravity of the robot is not in this polygon, the robot is overturned. Therefore, in this case, the stability degree is evaluated to be 0. If the center of gravity of the robot is in this polygon, the stability degree is set be in inverse proportion to the distance and to rise. The turn angle calculated the rotation angle of the main body of the robot caused by the movement of the supporting legs. The walking speed calculated the moving distance that is measured by the rotary encoder.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This Algorithm could to form a straight gait, which is better than the initial gait that is obtained by the observation of some insects. The reason for this is that the robot could be to go straight in a small number of steps by moving the supporting legs and Moving legs at the same time.
When turning, the rotation angle of a gait by GA was approximately 180 degrees that is twice rotation angle of the large beetle by the same number of steps. This shows that the formed gait evolved by GA like the living thing according to the purpose which the fitness function requests. Figure 6 shows the relations between the generation and the best fitness value of the gene when a left turn gait is formed according to the populatio Generati on
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The fitness value rose like the logistic curve as the generation advanced in any number of populations. This shows that formation gait evolved by GA like the living thing according to the purpose which the fitness function requests. However, when the number of populations is few, the fitness value was converged in a low value. In this case, the fitness value rose by there were mach numbers of populations. On the other hand, the processing time increases according to becoming if the individual increases. The processing time and the rotation angle according to the number of populations are shown in Table 1 . When the number of populations was 600, the rotate angle was 183 degrees, but the processing time worst required approximately 4 minutes. In the number of populations were 400; the rotate angle was less than 600 populations, and 172 degrees. When the number of populations is lower, the rotation angle has lowered considerably in 200 or less. When the processing time is long, total time between the processing and the operation becomes long, even if formed gait was an efficient operation. Therefore, the 400 numbers of populations is selected to form a gait of left turn, because the processing time is 2 minutes, and the rotate angle did not became small so much. Figure 7 shows the change of the fitness value according to the mutation rate. In general, when the mutation rate is high, the fitness value is not steady. Moreover, it is easy to fall into the limited part solution when it is low. Here, the fitness value was the most excellent at 6.25% of the mutation rate. The gait of the hexapod robot could be evolved by GA as these figures showed. "25% "12. 5% "6. 25% "2. 5%
CONCLUSION
To develop the hexapod walking robot for agriculture, the small walking robot was made as an experiment to confirm the stability and operation of the gait, and to form stable and flexible gait in natural environment, the application of the genetic algorithm was researched. 1. The robot consist mainly six legs that has three actuators per leg, a distance sensor, some limit switches to detect the ground, and controllers. One actuator at the root of leg can move the leg to the front or rear side, which was able to be moved with the slide table in parallel to the body. And other actuators at the upper leg and the knee can move the leg to upper or down side. 2. The gait in 30 steps was coded as a gene for the genetic algorithm, and the coded genes of 100-600 populations were processed with the method of genetic algorithm. As a result, the gait by GA evolved whenever the generation was passed, and became an efficient operation. 3. GA could to form a straight gait, which is better than the initial gait that is obtained by the observation of some insects. When turning and setting the conditions of GA to the population was 400 and the mutation rate was 6.25%, the rotation angle of a gait by GA was approximately 180 degrees that is twice rotation angle of the large beetle by the same number of steps. The gait of the hexapod robot could be evolved by GA
